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ABSTRACT: According to the European Parliament (12.9.2017) “Italy uses mediation at 

a rate six times higher than the rest of Europe”. Mandatory mediation was ruled in 2010 in 

Italy and came in force in 2011. Furious opposition by lawyers, benign neglect by judges. In 

2013 the “Opt-Out” model was introduced. Results: year 2011 - 60,810 mediation proceed-

ings, 9,912 agreements, 16% success rate. year 2018 - 151,923 mediation proceedings, 

20,965 agreements, 14% success rate.20,965 is the highest number of agreements through 

mediation ever reached in Italy. If all parties were present and they decided to go beyond the 

first meeting, the success rate in 2018 was 45%.  Nevertheless, mediation is growing well 

below its potential: 3.220,928 new proceedings were filed in courts in 2018. The Italian 

judges con order the litigants to undergo a mediation (delegated mediation) (ex art. 5, c.2, 

D.Lgs. 28/2010) or / and make a solution proposal based on equity (ex art. 185-bis civil 

procedure code), which the parties are free to accept or refuse (not binding arbitration), in 

all subjects related to alienable civil rights. When compulsory mediation was ruled they 

looked at mediation with a "benign neglect”, but since 2015 it is thanks to the judiciary that 

the use of mediation has been increasing in Italy: mediation proceedings delegated by judges 

were 2% (of all incoming mediation procedures) in 2011, 10% in 2015, 11% in 2016, 13% 

in 2017, 15% in 2018. 

 

 
1 Artigo recebido em 18/10/2019, sob dispensa de revisão. 

mailto:giovannimatteucci@alice.it
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RESUMO: De acordo com o Parlamento Europeu (12.9.2017), “A Itália usa a mediação 

seis vezes mais do que o resto da Europa”. A mediação obrigatória foi regulada em 2010 na 

Itália e entrou em vigor em 2011. Recebeu oposição furiosa pelos advogados e foi gentil-

mente ignorada pelos juízes. Em 2013, o modelo “opt-out” foi introduzido. Resultados: No 

ano de 2011, houve 60.810 procedimentos de mediação, 9.912 acordos, 16% de taxa de su-

cesso. No ano de 2018, houve 151.923 procedimentos de mediação, 20.965 acordos, 14% 

de taxa de sucesso. 20.965 é o maior número de acordos através da mediação jamais alcan-

çado na Itália. Se todas as partes estivessem presentes e decidissem levar à frente a primeira 

sessão, a taxa de sucesso em 2018 teria sido de 45%. Não obstante, a mediação está cres-

cendo bem abaixo de seu potencial: 3.220.928 novos procedimentos foram iniciados nos 

tribunais em 2018. Os juízes italianos podem determinar que as partes iniciem a mediação 

(mediação delegada) (ex art. 5, c.2, D.Lgs. 28/2010) ou/e proponham uma solução baseada 

na equidade (ex art. 185-bis Código de Processo Civil), que as partes são livres para aceitar 

ou recusar (arbitragem não vinculante), em quaisquer matérias relativas a direitos civis alie-

náveis. Quando a mediação obrigatória foi normatizada, olhava-se para a mediação com uma 

“gentil indiferença”, mas desde 2015, graças ao Judiciário, o uso da mediação vem crescendo 

na Itália: os procedimentos de mediação delegadas pelos juízes foram da ordem de 2% (den-

tre todos os procedimentos de mediação iniciados) em 2011, 10% em 2015 11% em 2016, 

13% em 2017, 15% em 2018.  

 

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Meios alternativos de solução dos conflitos, Mediação, Concilia-

ção, Acordo, Procedimento de mediação, Mediação obrigatória, Opt-out, Mediação Dele-

gada, Mediador, Julgamento cível, Procedimento judicial, Arbitragem, Juiz, União Euro-

peia.  

 

I – Introduction 
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“If the man does not reach the edge of the precipice, his wings will not grow on his 

back”  2. 

In 2009 in Italy there were:  

- a tremendous number of pending civil litigation cases in the overall judicial system, 

5,700,105, the maximum number ever reached  3 ;  

- a huge number of new filed civil proceedings, 5,012,000 (new filed civil proceeding 

in first instance Court 2,779,000); 

- duration of a civil trial, 1,066 days.  

In 2010 the Legislative Decree 28/2010 ruled mandatory mediation in many civil mat-

ters  4, the 8% of all the commercial and civil disputes filed in the Italian courts (facing a 

furious opposition by lawyers and a benign neglect by judges), and it came into force in 

2011. Agreements were (ad still are) enforceable. From 2011 to 2018, a total of 130.438 

agreements were reached in mediation proceedings. In 2018 the number of newly filed civil 

proceeding in first instance Courts lowered to 2,001,508 (also due to the financial crisis 

blown-up in 2008: lower incomes, less litigations), pending civil litigation cases lowered to 

3.443.105  5. 

On 12.12.2012, the Constitutional Court declared the unconstitutionality of compul-

sory mediation, due to over-delegation (the Government went beyond its powers in ruling 

the delegated legislation) and not because of the breach of a citizen’s right to defense. Under 

the pressure of the European Union, mandatory mediation was reloaded at the end of 2013  

6   .  

 
2  Nikos Kazantzakis 1863 - 1957 
3 Ministero della Giustizia, Monitoraggio della giustizia civile, anni 2003 / 1° trim.2019 (12.7.2019) 

 https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.page?contentId=SST1287132&previsiousPage=mg_2_9_13  

4  Legislative Decree no. 28/2010 and Ministerial Decree no. 180/2010 ruled mandatory mediation in the 

following civil matters: property (diritti reali), lease (locazione), insurance contracts (contratti assicurativi), 

partition (divisione), wills and inheritance (successioni ereditarie), medical malpractice damages (risarcimento 

danni da responsabilità medica), financial contracts (contratti finanziari), loans (comodato), business rents 

(affitto di azienda), libel (risarcimento da diffamazione a mezzo stampa), family covenants and agreements 

(patti di famiglia). Interim and preventive procedures (injunction proceedings,  notice to quit,  posses-

sory proceedings,  civil action inside the criminal proceedings,  etc.)  were exempted from the 

mandatory attempt at mediation. Judges can order to undergo a mediation proceeding in every civil mat-

ter. 

5  Ministero della Giustizia, Monitoraggio della giustizia civile, anni 2003 / 1° trim.2019 (12.7.2019) 

  https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.page?contentId=SST1287132&previsiousPage=mg_2_9_13  

6 Giuseppe De Palo and Leonardo D’Urso, Achieving a Balanced Relationship between Mediation and Judicial 

Proceedings, in European Parliament, The implementation of the mediation directive, 29.11.2016, 2016 

https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.page?contentId=SST1287132&previsiousPage=mg_2_9_13
https://www.giustizia.it/giustizia/it/mg_1_14_1.page?contentId=SST1287132&previsiousPage=mg_2_9_13
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The filing of conflicts subjected to mandatory mediation had a 9% increase when man-

datory mediation was revoked and a 15% decrease when mandatory mediation was back 

again  7  . 

The Legislative Decree no. 69/2013 reintroduced the mediation as a mandatory first 

step before going to court. But the heavy pressure exerted by lawyers on the members of 

Parliament led to significant changes from the previous regulation. Among others : 

- lawyers are mediators “ope legis – per se” (and for almost two years they were asked 

 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Reg-

Data/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf   . 

7 Italian Ministry of Justice, Statistics on mediation, 2015, page 3 

https://webstat.giustizia.it/Analisi%20e%20ricerche/Civil%20mediation%20in%20Italy%20-

%20Year%202015%20(ENG).pdf  

As far as mediation is concerned, Italy has experienced five different time periods : 

A )  1993 - 2003 : 

- “pure” voluntary mediation; 

- not enforceable; 

- no links with the judicial proceeding; 

- no compulsory assistance by a lawyer to the parties; 

- fees to be paid at the beginning of the proceeding; 

B )  2003 – March 2011 

- voluntary mediation; 

- enforceable; 

- no links with the judicial proceeding; 

- no compulsory assistance by a lawyer to the parties; 

- fees to be paid at the beginning of the proceeding; 

C )  March 2011 – October 2012 

- mandatory mediation; 

- enforceable; 

- links with the judicial proceeding; 

- no compulsory assistance by a lawyer to the parties; 

- fees to be paid at the beginning of the proceeding; 

D )  October 2012 – September 2013 

- voluntary mediation; 

- enforceable; 

- links with the judicial proceeding; 

- no compulsory assistance by a lawyer to the parties; 

- fees to be paid at the beginning of the proceeding; 

E )  from September 2013 

- mandatory mediation; 

- enforceable; 

- links with the judicial proceeding; 

- compulsory assistance by a lawyer to the parties; 

- pre-mediation first meeting, free of charge, with an “opt out” mechanism. 

The conflicts subjected to mandatory mediation are only the 8% of all the conflicts filed in Italian 

courts; their filing had a 9% increase in period D (voluntary mediation) and a 15% decrease in period E (man-

datory mediation).  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf
https://webstat.giustizia.it/Analisi%20e%20ricerche/Civil%20mediation%20in%20Italy%20-%20Year%202015%20(ENG).pdf
https://webstat.giustizia.it/Analisi%20e%20ricerche/Civil%20mediation%20in%20Italy%20-%20Year%202015%20(ENG).pdf
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to attend only a 15 hours basic training ! ); 

- the compulsory assistance (presence) of lawyers for each party; 

- the first “informative” is meeting free of charge  8  ; the invited party, according to 

lawyers’ misinterpretation, can abstain from the proceeding by not attending the mediation 

meeting (with the plaintiff and the mediator), otherwise he can be present at the first in-

formative meeting, can “OPT-OUT ” from the process at a later time  9  . 

According to the previous Legislative Decree no. 28/2010 mediation could also start 

at the invitation by the judge (delegated mediation). Moreover, Legislative Decree no. 

69/2013 established the possibility for judges: 

- to ORDER THE LITIGANTS TO UNDERGO A MEDIATION in all subjects (not 

only matters subject to compulsory mediation) related to alienable civil rights (delegated 

mediation) (ex art. 5, c.2, D.Lgs. 28/2010) 

- to OFFER A SOLUTION PROPOSAL BASED ON EQUITY (ex art. 185-bis civil 

procedure code) in all subjects (not only matters subject to compulsory mediation) related 

to alienable civil rights, which the parties are free to accept or refuse (not binding arbitra-

tion). 

In some cases, the judges blend these two options: they offer a solution proposal and, 

if the proposal is rejected, they order mandatory mediation (arbitration – then – mediation).  

And, over the time, the “Alternative Sentences Resolutions”, the “integrated concilia-

tion”, the “effective mediation”  and the “guided mediation” have also been launched  10  . 

And the combined use of solution proposal and delegated mediation can also be used as an 

efficient case management tool of the judicial proceeding. 

 

II - A bit of history 

 

 
8 Only a 48.80 euro fee, 97.60 if mediation value is higher than 250,000 euro – the mediator works for free, 

the lawyer hired by the party is paid. 

9 Leonardo D’Urso and Romina Canessa, The Italian Mediation Law on Civil and Commercial Disputes, a 

description of the mediation procedure under the Legislative Decree 28/2010 and the Ministerial Decree 180/ 

2010, along with the translation of the laws in English, in MondoADR March 2017  

www.mondoadr.it/wp-content/uploads/The-Italian-Mediation-Law.pdf 

10 For an analysis of the mediation experience in Italy, Giovanni Matteucci, Civil mediation, how to kick-start 

it; the Italian experience. Statistics 2011 / 2016, Revista da Emerej – Escola da magistratura do Estado do Rio 

de Janeiro, Vol. 19, n.4, 2017 http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/re-

vista19_n4_78.pdf 

http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/revista19_n4_78.pdf
http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/revista19_n4_78.pdf
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The Italian State was founded in 1861. In the first Civil Procedure Code (1865), the 

heading of the seven introductory articles was “Conciliation”. According to the Law 20 

March 1865, police officers must first of all reconcile conflicts among private citizens and 

according to Lorenzo Scamuzzi, in 1880, the Justices of Peace (Giudici di Pace) issued the 

70% of all sentences delivered in Italy  11  . Law no. 261/1892 provided that the judge “in 

order to reach a conciliation, could call for the single party in a private hearing” (an ante 

litteram caucus).  

Therefore conciliation / mediation belongs to the Italian juridical and judicial culture. 

But the totalitarian regime carried out during the Fascist period (1922 – 1943) disliked 

conflict resolutions reached by private citizens; they must be settled by judges, through sen-

tences. The Civil Procedure Code of 1941, art. 183, provided the possibility of conciliation 

managed by the judge in a pre-trial hearing; nevertheless, it was always a pure formality. 

Since the 1930s, in Italy, mediation gradually lost its importance and it was no longer 

taught in universities for over seventy years; it was (and still is) part of the Italian legal 

tradition, but it was forgotten.  

In 1993, Law no. 580 ruled: each Italian Chamber of Commerce had to set up a con-

ciliation (and arbitration) chamber; the interest-based approach and the Harvard mediation 

proceeding were the references. At a very slow pace ADRs started their way in contemporary 

Italy  12  . 

 
11 Lorenzo Scamuzzi,  Conciliatore –  Conciliazione giudiziaria ,  in Digesto Italiano, 1886. 

Marcello Marinari: “In Italy, at the end of nineteenth century, almost 70-75% of disputes (on a total amount of 

approximately 2 million cases) reached judicial settlement before the Judge-Conciliator (Giudice Concilia-

tore), the lowest first tier Court. There is no doubt that the monetary value of those cases was extremely low, 

due to the poverty of Italian people, in a society which was deeply different from the present one, but where 

there was, as now, a widespread claim culture, as those figures effectively show.  

Yet, that kind of Judicial settlement (conciliazione), was extremely different, and it still is, from the modern 

concept of mediation, even though it may be included in the case management mechanisms.  

First of all the judge-conciliator (in fact a kind of oxymoron, by a modern point of view) combined the power 

to settle the case with the power to decide on the merits of it, in case of failure of the settlement attempt.  

As a consequence, no confidentiality could, and still can, be granted to the parties. Secondly, judicial settlement 

mainly focuses on the legal grounds of the case, and generally tends to be seen by the lawyers as an agreement 

implying a mutual and partial waiving by both parties to the remedy that is sought by the claimant as well as 

a waive to the defence by the defendant.  

“Plus, before the Giudice Conciliatore, the Court frequently used to be excessively authoritarian and patron-

izing, more than authoritative, with the aim of reaching an agreement”;  

in Mediation and case management, in GEMME, The Annual Conference 2013, pages 233-246 Bucharest, 

5.10.2013 in https://ecjleadingcases.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/draft-paper.pdf 

12  Nicola Giudice: “Chambers of commerce has pioneered in Italy the field of business mediation thanks to 

Law n. 580/1993 which lays down an obligation for Chambers to offer mediation services to the business 

community. The first‘Sportello di conciliazione’ (conciliation desk) designed to assist in resolving business-

https://ecjleadingcases.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/draft-paper.pdf
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The Legislative Decree no. 5/2003 (in force since 2005) ruled voluntary mediation in 

corporate, financial and banking controversies. Nobody (rectius, no lawyer) used it, and 

when I asked why, lawyers replied: “Because it was not compulsory”. 

In 2010 the Legislative Decree 28/2010 ruled mandatory mediation in many civil mat-

ters. Furious opposition by lawyers, very strong perplexity from the judges. But from 2015 

onwards, it is thanks to the judiciary that the use of mediation has increased in Italy. 

 

III – Innovations by the judges. 

Italian judges at the beginning looked at mediation with a "benign neglect", because 

they considered it as the "Child of a Lesser God"  13  . The main concerns on the part of the 

judiciary were likely to be the following: 

- introduction into Italian law, whose roots date back to Roman law, of a procedure 

typical of other legal cultures (a concern based on false assumptions); 

- metamorphosis of the system, whereby disputes are initially managed by psychology-

based techniques and not on the basis of constitutional guarantees; preference for a lawyer 

as mediator (concerns which show a very modest knowledge of mediation); 

- interference between mediation and jurisdiction (a reasonable concern);  

- career advancement within the judiciary is largely based on the number of judgments 

delivered by each judge; if the criteria for career advancement were to include the number 

of disputes resolved through mediation (which is a shorter proceeding), judges may neglect 

their judicial function (a questionable, unreasonable concern). 

Nevertheless, a small portion of the Italian judiciary began to look carefully at media-

tion and its possible use. I mainly refer to: 

- “Progetto Conciliamo”, started in 2005 at the Court of Milan  14  ; 

- “Progetto Nausicaa”, started in 2009 at the Court and University of Florence; 

 
to-consumers  disputes was established in Milan in 1996 and could therefore witness, and actually promoted, 

the unfold of mediation in the country so far. Before then mediation was timidly employed in family disputes 

(namely divorce) then in social and juvenile criminal environments”. In GEMME, European Conference 

5/6.6.2014, pages 250-256 

https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-justice-in-europe.pdf 

13 Giovanni Matteucci, Conciliazione endoprocessuale e mediazione delegata: per la magistratura italiana 

‘figlie di un Dio minore’  in MondoADR 8.12.2014 

https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/conciliazione-endoprocessuale-mediazione-delegata-la-magistratura-

italiana-figlie-di-dio-minore.html 
14  Giuseppe Buffone, La mediazione demandata o disposta dal giudice come sistema omeostatico del processo 

civile: il progetto dell’Osservatorio sulla Giustizia Civile di Milano, 2014  http://www.ilcaso.it/articoli/404.pdf      

https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-justice-in-europe.pdf
https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/conciliazione-endoprocessuale-mediazione-delegata-la-magistratura-italiana-figlie-di-dio-minore.html
https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/conciliazione-endoprocessuale-mediazione-delegata-la-magistratura-italiana-figlie-di-dio-minore.html
http://www.ilcaso.it/articoli/404.pdf
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both projects focused on the analysis of mediation and aimed at improving the 

knowledge of mediation among legal professionals; 

- the experience of the Court of Modugno, a separate division of the Court of Bari, 

started in 2011, whose leader, Judge Mirella Delia, launched the “integrated conciliation”; 

- the experience of the Court of Ostia, a separate division of the Court of Rome, whose 

leader, Judge Massimo Moriconi, thanks to an extensive use of invitation to mediation in the 

2012 – 2013 period, achieved a reduction of at least 10% of the disputes entrusted to him  15  

. 

 

i - Court of Rome, Alternative Sentence Resolutions -  Which method did Judge 

Moriconi use? The magistrate analyzed all incoming cases and, whenever he believed that 

the parties could reach a settlement, he invited them and their lawyers to undergo a mediation 

proceeding. The indicated success factors were: 

“A. high quality standards of the mediation providers in all their components (appro-

priate logistical structure … , adequate technical and legal support to the mediators, high 

competence and professionalism of the latter, awareness that a large number of mediation 

agreements will testify the real ability of the structure and the refusal of an empty bureau-

cratic formalism); 

"B. loyal collaboration of lawyers with the mediation provider, the mediator, the coun-

terparts and the judge; 

"C. full understanding of the potentialities of the institute of mediation and strong im-

pulse to mediation by the judge; 

"D. priority to the delegated mediation with respect to compulsory mediation; 

"E. periodic meetings among mediation bodies, lawyers organizations and juduciary 

for the refinement of the mediation tools and the elaboration of operational protocols of the 

mediation proceeding"  16  . 

Moral suasion was effective .  

From 23.9.2013 to 10.10.2014, in the Court of Rome, the Judge Moriconi presided 

 
15  Maria Cristina Biolchini, Resoconto del convegno: Il ruolo del giudice nella mediazione, in MondoADR 

17.6.2013  http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/resoconto-del-convegno-il-ruolo-del-giudice-nella-

mediazione.html 

16  Massimo Moriconi, La mediazione, profili operativi e problematiche operative, 25.11.2011 

http://www.adrmaremma.it/moriconi01.pdf the translation in English is mine. 

http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/resoconto-del-convegno-il-ruolo-del-giudice-nella-mediazione.html
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/resoconto-del-convegno-il-ruolo-del-giudice-nella-mediazione.html
http://www.adrmaremma.it/moriconi01.pdf
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over about 700 cases; according to him, ADR methods could be used in almost 200 cases of 

them; in 121 cases he turned to 40 non-binding arbitrations, 35 delegated mediations and 46 

non-binding arbitrations and delegated mediations (arb-then-med); in 58% of the cases the 

parties reached an agreement. 8% reduction of the disputes entrusted to him. 

Given the continued use of these instruments, Judge Moriconi named his provisions 

ASR, Alternative Sentence Resolutions  17  ; in 2017 they were 110, 57 of which were agree-

ments, 48%. 

 

ii - Court of Bari, Integrated Conciliation - Another important experience was 

brought forward in the South of Italy, in the Court of Modugno, a separate division of the 

Court of Bari. In 2011 Judge Mirella Delia conceived the “integrated conciliation”  18  , 

thanks to the following provision  

 

Civil Court of Bari 

The Judge 

- carried out in the adversarial proceeding a brief discussion on the main points of the 

dispute; 

- considered, with the agreement of the parties, the advisability of  starting a process 

of conciliation between / among them; 

- read Article 185, paragraph 1 of the Italian Code of Civil Procedure; 

- recalled the new legal reforms on conciliation and mediation   

ASKS 

the parties to file and exchange by fax, by ……, proposals and/or tenders for the ami-

cable settlement of the dispute and by …… to file and exchange by fax any counter-proposal, 

assigning a further term until …… to hold a meeting, with the assistance of the lawyers (and 

possibly at a mediation provider) aimed at examining the transactional hypotheses, taking 

care to draft a written document to be deposited up to ten days before the adjournment 

 
17  Massimo Moriconi , Decalogo ASR: conoscibilità, predibilità e predittivtà della giurisdizione, MondoAdr 

1.6.2018 https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/decalogo-asr-conoscibilita-prevedibilita-e-predittivita-della-

giurisdizione.html  

18   The idea of the “integrated conciliation” was born from the analysis of the similar French project, carried 

out by Simone Gaboriau, as president of the Court of Limoges, which operated in a socio-economic context 

similar to that of Modugno. 

https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/decalogo-asr-conoscibilita-prevedibilita-e-predittivita-della-giurisdizione.html
https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/decalogo-asr-conoscibilita-prevedibilita-e-predittivita-della-giurisdizione.html
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hearing and which may be taken into account, as to substance, when the costs of the pro-

ceedings are being regulated; 

ADJOURNS 

the proceedings to the hearing of ……, …… hours, arranging for that date the appear-

ance of the parties before him in order to be able to carry out, in accordance with the cited 

Article 185 c.p.c and where still possible, the judicial attempt at conciliation. 

 

The initiative was based on the Italian constitutional principle of the “due process”, 

the art. 5 of the EU Directive 2008/52/EC and the artt. 185 and 185-bis of the Italian civil 

procedural code  19  and it was achieved with the involvement of local lawyers and graduates, 

who were carrying out a period of internship at the Court.  

Later on the experience was continued at the Court of Bari, with the involvement of 

other judges, who have issued the following Integrated Conciliation Resolutions :  

-    15 in 2015;  

- 914 in the period from 1.1.2016 / 30.06.2018; 414 of which were defined, 332 (80%) 

without further intervention of the judge (agreement or waiver of the dispute) and only 82 

(20%) with a formal judgment.  20  . 

 
19  Mirella Delia, Proposte programmatiche sulla conciliazione del Tribunale di Bari – sezione distaccata di 

Modugno, Foro Italiano 2/2012, Monografie e varietà, page 59.  

Mirella Delia, Il giudice e le nuove combinazioni endoprocessuali nei moduli della mediazione; gli artt. 185 e 

185 bis c.p.c., in La Nuova Procedura Civile, 6.2.2015  

https://www.lanuovaproceduracivile.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/delia_mediazione.pdf  

20   Mirella Delia, La conciliazione fra organizzazione, formazione e teconologia, in “Quaderni di 

conciliazione” a cura di Carlo Pilia, Edizioni AV, n.10, pages 35-82, Cagliari 2019 

https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418  

In the same publication: 

Laura Fazio, L’efficacia della conciliazione endoprocessuale: l’esperienza del distretto della Corte d’Appello 

di Bari, pages 83 – 103,  

Valeria Spagnoletti, La rilevazione statistica della conciliazione endoprocessuale: l’esperienza del 

monitoraggio informatico presso il Distretto di Corte d’Appello di Bari, pages 105 – 126 

Pasquale Maurelli, Il ruolo del CTU negli istituti di giustizia partecipata e ausilio della BDDC, pages127- 138 

Rosita Stella Brienza, Davide Sportelli and Francesca Romana De Tullio, La comunicazione a servizio della 

banca dati digitale conciliativa, pages 139 – 134. 

https://www.lanuovaproceduracivile.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/delia_mediazione.pdf
https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418
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Moreover, a free-on-line data bank (BDDC Banca Dati Digitale Conciliativa) was set 

up, where a selection of the agreement records and the delegated mediation ordinance are 

reported  21  ; a data bank already shared by other courts and universities  22  .    

The Project is included among the “Best Practices”, number 2526,  chosen by the Su-

perior Judiciary Council (Consiglio Superiore della Magistratura). 

 

iii - University and Court of Florence, Effective Mediation - In 2009 the University 

(Prof.a Paola Lucarelli) and the Court (Judge Luciana Breggia) of Florence, together with 

the Observatory on Civil Justice (an association composed of judges, lawyers and clerks), 

the Bar association and the Chamber of commerce, launched the Nausicaa Project, related 

to the delegated mediation, with three targets: to offer information about mediation through 

a dedicated office, located in the court; to provide judges with young research assistants to 

identify disputes that could be submitted to mediation; and to monitor ‘court–mandated’ 

mediation  23  . In 2012, the first results of the experiment: if all parties were present in the 

mediation proceedings, agreements were reached in 46% of cases; agreements outside the 

mediation framework were realized in an other 27% of cases  24  . 

As said before, in 2013 the first “informative” meeting, free of charge, was introduced 

with the chance, for the parties, to opt-out from the proceeding (the actual mediation, totally 

voluntary, starts after the first informative meeting). The invited party, according to the 

 
21  http://www.giustizia.bari.it/buone_prassi_menu.aspx  

Corte di Cassazione, Le buone pratiche in materia di mediazione extra ed endoprocessuale, 6.6.2018 

http://www.cortedicassazione.it/cassazione-

resources/resources/cms/documents/SLIDES_SSM_6.6.2018_LE_BUONE_PRATICHE_IN_MATERIA_DI

_MEDIAZIONE_ENDOPROCESSUALE_def.pdf  

22 Mirella Delia, L’Ufficio del processo e la BDDC, pages 401-423- in “Il processo telematico” AA.VV. Key 

Editore, May 2019. https://www.keyeditore.it/libri/il-processo-telematico/ 

23   Natasha Mellersh, Ask An Expert: Luciana Breggia, Imimediation 23.6.2017, https://www.imimedia-

tion.org/2017/06/23/ask-an-expert-luciana-breggia/  

Natasha Mellers, The ingenious judge – A children’s book, Imimediation 30.7.2017 

https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/30/ingenious-judge-childrens-book/  

24 Chiara Giovannucci Orlandi, The Florence Experience: A Culture Of Mediation, Imimediation 20.5.2017 

https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/20/the-florence-experience-the-culture-of-mediation/  

Università di Firenze, I numeri della mediazione su invito / ordine del giudice a Firenze, Diritto24 Il sole24Ore 

28.11.2014  http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/_Allegati/Free/Monit_Marinaro.pdf  

Paola Lucarelli, Mediazione su ordine del giudice a Firenze, Wolters Kluwer, 2015 

Paola Lucarelli e Annalisa Tonarelli, Giustizia Semplice, report di monitoraggio parziale, febbraio/ dicembre 

2018, Università degli Studi di Firenze 1.2.2019 

http://met.cittametropolitana.fi.it/public/misc/20190401132704088.pdf 

http://www.giustizia.bari.it/buone_prassi_menu.aspx
http://www.cortedicassazione.it/cassazione-resources/resources/cms/documents/SLIDES_SSM_6.6.2018_LE_BUONE_PRATICHE_IN_MATERIA_DI_MEDIAZIONE_ENDOPROCESSUALE_def.pdf
http://www.cortedicassazione.it/cassazione-resources/resources/cms/documents/SLIDES_SSM_6.6.2018_LE_BUONE_PRATICHE_IN_MATERIA_DI_MEDIAZIONE_ENDOPROCESSUALE_def.pdf
http://www.cortedicassazione.it/cassazione-resources/resources/cms/documents/SLIDES_SSM_6.6.2018_LE_BUONE_PRATICHE_IN_MATERIA_DI_MEDIAZIONE_ENDOPROCESSUALE_def.pdf
https://www.keyeditore.it/libri/il-processo-telematico/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/06/23/ask-an-expert-luciana-breggia/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/06/23/ask-an-expert-luciana-breggia/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/30/ingenious-judge-childrens-book/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/20/the-florence-experience-the-culture-of-mediation/
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/_Allegati/Free/Monit_Marinaro.pdf
http://met.cittametropolitana.fi.it/public/misc/20190401132704088.pdf
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lawyers’ misinterpretation, could abstain from the process by not attending the first meeting 

(with the plaintiff and the mediator) or attended it (also not in person but representend by 

the lawyers) only to declare that they are not interested in proceeding with the mediation. 

The Court of Florence, then followed by many other courts, are condemning this behavior, 

remarking that lawyers are mediators ‘ope legis’, therefore ‘ope legis’ they must know me-

diation, the necessity of the parties’ presence and of the real interaction among them. In other 

words, judges strongly underline that mediation must be “effective”. 

Moreover the University of Florence (Dpt. of Law and Dpt. of Engineering)  and the 

Court of Florence, Commercial Section, have carried out a project on delegated mediation 

and the implementation of a predictive algorithm on the “mediability” of  the judicial pro-

ceedings and the probability of the outcome. In one year, 1,160 cases were sent to mediation, 

parties agreed to start the proceeding in 70% of cases and agreement was reached in 55% of 

cases. The engineers are studying all the documents to realize the predictive algorithm  25. 

 

iv - The guided mediation - Mediation is an informal ad very flexible proceeding and 

it allows also the presence of a technical consultant, requested by all the parties and ap-

pointed by the mediation provider, quite often previously required by the judge in the dele-

gated mediation. If the agreement is not reached, the conclusions by the technical consultant 

can be used in the subsequent judicial proceeding, saving time and money  26  . 

And there is another opportunity. The judge, inside the trial, can ask for the interven-

tion of a technical consultant and, on the basis of his report, order the parties to undergo a 

delegated mediation, underlining the boundaries of the subject matter; he indicates these 

 
25  University of Florence, Gestione conflitti, progetto fiorentino premiato al Forum PA 2019, 

https://www.unifimagazine.it/gestione-conflitti-progetto-fiorentino-premiato-al-forum-pa-2019/ 

Judge Marilena Rizzo, president of the Court of Florence, Progetto Firenze, Congress organized by MediaPro 

part. III Lecce, 7.6.2019 VIDEO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oDmB3EqylU&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-

qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=3 

26  According to the Italian law, the mediator, if parties do not reach an agreement, can make a proposal (which 

the parties are not obliged to share) if requested by all parties, by only one of them and also by his own initia-

tive, even if (and this is an absurd) one party is absent. Some judges (not too many), in the delegated mediation, 

have ordered the mediator to issue a proposal, in the event of the failure to reach an agreement. But they have 

forgotten that mediation is (and must be) an independent proceeding from the trial and that the mediator is not 

an auxiliary of the judge. Giovanni Matteucci, The civil mediator in Italy: an auxiliary of the judge ?!?!, Aca-

demia.edu 3.7.2015 https://www.academia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_media-

tor_in_Italy_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_   

https://www.unifimagazine.it/gestione-conflitti-progetto-fiorentino-premiato-al-forum-pa-2019/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oDmB3EqylU&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oDmB3EqylU&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=3
https://www.academia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_mediator_in_Italy_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_
https://www.academia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_mediator_in_Italy_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_
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boundaries to the mediator, who also receives all the related documents. This type of pro-

ceeding is called guided delegated mediation.  

According to some scholar this approach would go against the autonomy of the medi-

ation and of the mediator. In my opinion, on the contrary, it is only the definition of the 

ZOPA (Zone of Possible Agreement), made by the judge and not by the parties, which sim-

plifies the initial activity of the mediator. And there is nothing to keep other problems (the 

“interests” behind the positions), which may arise during the mediation, from being taken 

into account. And the agreement could also be reached beyond the original boundaries.  

One of the first applications of such possibility is due to judge Laura Fazio in a lawsuit 

between bank and customer, related to the calculation of interest rates on a current account. 

The magistrate ordered a technical consultation but the report did not solved all the doubts 

and, therefore, it was not possible to reach a decision or to issue a non binding award (art. 

185-bis c.p.c.). The judge listed the remaining controversial points and sent the parties to 

mediation. In the event of  a failure to  agree, she would have asked the technical consultant 

for a further report, with additional costs and lengthening of time to reach a solution  27  .   

An extensive use, and analysis, of the guided delegated mediation was made by the 

above-mentioned judge Massimo Moriconi  28 . In July 2019 he ordered a guided delegated 

mediation “with range”: he studied the dispute, analyzed the legal aspects, examined the 

content of a likely sentence; but the proceeding could last for years, cost a lot and could be 

appealed; therefore he realized parties could reach an agreement, ordered them to undergo a 

delegated mediation, underlining the possible range of the amount of compensation  29 . 

 
27  Judge Laura Fazio, Court of Bari, a separate division of the Court of Altamura, 26.2.2016 

http://www.ilcaso.it/giurisprudenza/archivio/14526.pdf  

See, also, Judge Paola Mariani, Court of Ascoli Piceno, 18.4.2017 http://www.adrmaremma.it/news427.pdf  
28  Arianna Orsola, Giurisprudenza e consulenze tecniche in mediazione: intervista al dottor Massimo 

Moriconi, 

in Blogmediazione 5.2.2016 https://blogmediazione.com/2016/02/05/giurisprudenza-e-consulenze-tecniche-

in-mediazione-intervista-al-dottor-massimo-moriconi/ 

Moriconi Massimo, “Le potenzialità della mediazione guidata”, in SPFMediazione 18.4.2016 

https://www.spfmediazione.it/2016/04/18/le-potenzialita-della-mediazione-guidata-secondo-il-giudice-

massimo-moriconi/ 
29  Massimo Moriconi, Mediazione guidata con range, ordinanza 4.7.2019, in Non solo sentenze 29.7.2019 

https://ne-np.facebook.com/nonsolosentenze/posts/2310917582481327 

Massimo Moriconi, Mediazione demandata e proposta del giudice 185-bis c.p.c., Congress organized by 

MediaPro part. IV Lecce, 7.6.2019 VIDEO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEe8BQimjg&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-

qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=4  

http://www.ilcaso.it/giurisprudenza/archivio/14526.pdf
http://www.adrmaremma.it/news427.pdf
https://blogmediazione.com/2016/02/05/giurisprudenza-e-consulenze-tecniche-in-mediazione-intervista-al-dottor-massimo-moriconi/
https://blogmediazione.com/2016/02/05/giurisprudenza-e-consulenze-tecniche-in-mediazione-intervista-al-dottor-massimo-moriconi/
https://www.spfmediazione.it/2016/04/18/le-potenzialita-della-mediazione-guidata-secondo-il-giudice-massimo-moriconi/
https://www.spfmediazione.it/2016/04/18/le-potenzialita-della-mediazione-guidata-secondo-il-giudice-massimo-moriconi/
https://ne-np.facebook.com/nonsolosentenze/posts/2310917582481327
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEe8BQimjg&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEe8BQimjg&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=4
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v - Case management tool of the process - Delegated mediation can also be used as 

a case management tool of the process. This possibility, still poorly studied in Italy, was 

underlined in 2013 by a former judge, Dr. Marcello Marinari: “ … unlike the way we usually 

think about relationships between mediation and case management, I am convinced … that 

those relationships include not only the alternative to the adjudication of the case and to the 

judgment, but also the way the mediation attempt may affect disclosure and the choice by 

the parties of the most appropriate strategy, where they fail to reach an agreement”. The 

power of the judge to settle the litigiation, “may be defined as a proper case management 

power … that may be used directing both judicial settlement, performed by the Judge, and 

mediation, by referring the case either to a Court annexed mediator or to an out-of-court 

mediator or mediation provider. …. the use of mediation may affect the way Courts apply 

and interpretate the law, taking into consideration a broader quantity of factors, in compar-

ison with the traditional syllogistic scheme, even without rejecting and replacing it”  30  . 

And the two mediation tools, that Italian law grants to the judiciary (delegated media-

tion and a solution proposal based on equity, in all subjects related to alienable civil rights), 

combined together in an appropriate manner, may not be an alternative solution to dispute 

but rather an integrated solution to dispute. 

 

IV – Conclusions 

 

In Italy, in 2010 the Legislative Decree 28/2010 ruled mandatory mediation in many 

civil matters, a total 8% of all the commercial and civil disputes filed in the Italian courts, 

and it came in force in 2011. The compulsory mediation was declared unconstitutional on 

12.12.2012 and it was reloaded at the end of 2013.  

Mediation proceeding were 60,810 in 2011, 196.247 in 2015, 151,923 in 2018. Agree-

ments were 9,912 in 2011, 20,965 (the highest number ever reached) in 2018 (see Appendix, 

 
30  Marcello Marinari, Mediation and case management, in GEMME, The Annual Conference 2013, Bucharest, 

5.10.2013  https://ecjleadingcases.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/draft-paper.pdf 

Marcello Marinari, Giurisdizione e mediazione, dalla risoluzione alternativa alla risoluzione integrata delle 

controversie?, in MondoADR 20.2.2014 http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/giurisdizione-mediazione-

dalla-risoluzione-alternativa-alla-risoluzione-integrata-delle-controversie.html 

Marcello Marinari, Civil and commercial mediation in Italy, the implementation of the 2008/52/EU Directive, 

GEMME, European Conference, 5/6.6.2014 

https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-justice-in-europe.pdf 

https://ecjleadingcases.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/draft-paper.pdf
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/giurisdizione-mediazione-dalla-risoluzione-alternativa-alla-risoluzione-integrata-delle-controversie.html
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/giurisdizione-mediazione-dalla-risoluzione-alternativa-alla-risoluzione-integrata-delle-controversie.html
https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-justice-in-europe.pdf
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table 1). 

At the beginning the magistrates were highly doubtful, if not hostile, to the new legis-

lation, with very few exceptions. Year after year, however, they began to use the new tools 

at first to reduce the backlog, then to provide a “justice service” more appropriate to the 

needs of society  31.  

This is confirmed by the statistical data produced by the Italian Ministry of Justice. 

The percentage of the delegated mediations by judges, on the total number of the proceed-

ings filed in the mediation providers, was 3% in 2011, 2% in 2013, 8% in 2014, 10% in 

2015, 11% in 2016, 13% in 2017 and 15% in 2018 (see Appendix, table 5). But these figures 

underestimate the results reached by the judiciary, because they do not include mediations 

(and agreements) reached by the conflicting parties, after an invitation / order by the judge, 

outside a mediation provider.  

Unfortunately, a uniform statistical collection for all courts does not exists and those 

judges, who have acted (and still act) as pioneers, have not agreed a method of reporting. I 

just recall the data mentioned in the previous paragraph: 

- Court of Rome, Alternative Sentence Resolutions - in the 2012 – 2013 period Judge 

Moriconi achieved a reduction of at least 10% of the disputes entrusted to him ; from 

23.9.2013 to 10.10.2014 he presided over about 700 cases; according to him, ADR methods 

could be used in almost 200 cases of them; in 121 cases he turned to 40 non-binding arbitra-

tions, 35 delegated mediations and 46 non-binding arbitrations and delegated mediations 

(arb-then-med); in 58% of the cases the parties reached an agreement. 8% reduction of the 

disputes entrusted to him. In 2017 Alternative Sentence Resolutions have been 110, of which 

57 agreements, equal to 48% ; 

- Court of Bari, Integrated Conciliation Resolutions : 15 in 2015; 914 in the 1.1.2016 

/ 30.06.2018 period; 414 of which were defined, 332 (80%) without further intervention of 

the judge (agreement or waiver of the dispute) and only 82 (20%) with a formal judgment; 

- Court, and University, of Florence – Effective mediation : in 2012, if all parties were 

present in the mediation proceedings, agreements were reached in 46% of cases; agreements 

outside the mediation framework were realized in another 27% of cases. In 2018, 1,160 cases 

 
31 Giuseppe De Palo and Leonardo D’Urso, Achieving a Balanced Relationship between Mediation and Judi-

cial Proceedings, in European Parliament, The implementation of the mediation directive, 29.11.2016 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Reg-

Data/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf
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were sent to mediation, parties agreed to start the proceeding in 70% of cases and agreement 

was reached in 55% of cases. 

In Italy judges are at the forefront of the use of ADR. Some of them acted as pioneers 

and mapped out a route. Others are following them, but it will take time for the potential of 

the instrument to be fully exploited. 
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magistratura italiana ‘figlie di un Dio minore’,  in MondoADR 8.12.2014 

https://blogmediazione.com/2016/02/05/giurisprudenza-e-consulenze-tecniche-in-mediazione-intervista-al-dottor-massimo-moriconi/
https://blogmediazione.com/2016/02/05/giurisprudenza-e-consulenze-tecniche-in-mediazione-intervista-al-dottor-massimo-moriconi/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/20/the-florence-experience-the-culture-of-mediation/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/20/the-florence-experience-the-culture-of-mediation/
https://www.csm.it/documents/21768/137951/Donne+in+magistratura+%28aggiorn.+marzo+2019%29/164355b0-4710-f3d8-cf63-9a0a54f1069f
https://www.csm.it/documents/21768/137951/Donne+in+magistratura+%28aggiorn.+marzo+2019%29/164355b0-4710-f3d8-cf63-9a0a54f1069f
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/special-file-publication-2018-edition-of-the-cepej-report-european-judicial-systems-efficiency-and-quality-of-justice-
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/special-file-publication-2018-edition-of-the-cepej-report-european-judicial-systems-efficiency-and-quality-of-justice-
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2017-0321+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2017-0321+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
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https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/conciliazione-endoprocessuale-mediazione-delegata-la-

magistratura-italiana-figlie-di-dio-minore.html 

Giovanni Matteucci, The civil mediator in Italy: an auxiliary of the judge ?!?!, Aca-

demia.edu 3.7.2015 https://www.aca-

demia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_mediator_in_It-

aly_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_   

Giovanni Matteucci, Civil mediation, how to kick-start it; the Italian experience. Statistics 

2011 / 2016, Revista da Emerej – Escola da magistratura do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, 

Vol. 19, n.4, 2017 

http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/re-

vista19_n4_78.pdf 

Giuseppe Buffone, La mediazione demandata o disposta dal giudice come sistema 

omeostatico del processo civile: il progetto dell’Osservatorio sulla Giustizia Civile di 

Milano, 2014 

http://www.ilcaso.it/articoli/404.pdf 

Giuseppe De Palo, Mandatory mediation is back in Italy with new parliamentary rules, in 

MondoADR  22.10.2013  

https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/mandatory-mediation-italy-parliamentary-rules.html     

Giuseppe De Palo and Leonardo D’Urso, Achieving a Balanced Relationship between Me-

diation and Judicial Proceedings, in European Parliament, The implementation of the 

mediation directive, 29.11.2016 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/Reg-

Data/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf 

Greg Bond, “On the benefit of mediation training, and on getting things wrong. An inter-

view with Ewa Chye”, in KluwerMediationBlog 24.3.2019 –  

http://mediationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2019/03/24/on-the-benefits-of-mediation-

training-and-on-getting-things-wrong-an-interview-with-eva-chye/ 

Laura Fazio, L’efficacia della conciliazione endoprocessuale: l’esperienza del distretto 

della Corte d’Appello di Bari, in “Quaderni di conciliazione” a cura di Carlo Pilia, 

Edizioni AV, n.10, pages 83-103, Cagliari 2019  

https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418 

Leonardo D’Urso and Romina Canessa, The Italian Mediation Law on Civil and 

https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/conciliazione-endoprocessuale-mediazione-delegata-la-magistratura-italiana-figlie-di-dio-minore.html
https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/conciliazione-endoprocessuale-mediazione-delegata-la-magistratura-italiana-figlie-di-dio-minore.html
https://www.academia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_mediator_in_Italy_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_
https://www.academia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_mediator_in_Italy_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_
https://www.academia.edu/16656311/ADR_Matteucci_2015.07.03_The_civil_mediator_in_Italy_an_auxiliary_of_the_judge_
http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/revista19_n4_78.pdf
http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/revista19_n4_78.pdf
http://www.ilcaso.it/articoli/404.pdf
https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/mandatory-mediation-italy-parliamentary-rules.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/571395/IPOL_IDA%282016%29571395_EN.pdf
http://mediationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2019/03/24/on-the-benefits-of-mediation-training-and-on-getting-things-wrong-an-interview-with-eva-chye/
http://mediationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2019/03/24/on-the-benefits-of-mediation-training-and-on-getting-things-wrong-an-interview-with-eva-chye/
https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418
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www.mondoadr.it/wp-content/uploads/The-Italian-Mediation-Law.pdf 

Lorenzo Scamuzzi, Conciliatore – Conciliazione giudiziaria, in Digesto 

Italiano, 1886 

Marilena Rizzo, Progetto Firenze, Congress organized by MediaPro part. III Lecce, 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oDmB3EqylU&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-

qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=3 

Marcello Marinari: Mediation and case management, Contribution to the The Annual Con-

ference 2013 of the Romanian Section of GEMME, pages 233-246 Bucharest, 

5.10.2013 in 

https://ecjleadingcases.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/draft-paper.pdf 

Marcello Marinari, Giurisdizione e mediazione, dalla risoluzione alternativa alla 

risoluzione integrata delle controversie?, in MondoADR 20.2.2014 

http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/giurisdizione-mediazione-dalla-risoluzione-

alternativa-alla-risoluzione-integrata-delle-controversie.html 

Marcello Marinari, Civil and commercial mediation in Italy, the implementation of the 

2008/52/EU Directive, in Mediacion es Justicia – GEMME, European Conference, 

5/6.6.2014 

https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-

justice-in-europe.pdf 

Maria Cristina Biolchini, Resoconto del convegno: Il ruolo del giudice nella mediazione, 

in MondoADR 17.6.2013   

http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/resoconto-del-convegno-il-ruolo-del-giudice-nella-

mediazione.html 

Massimo Moriconi, La mediazione, profili operativi e problematiche operative, 

25.11.2011 

http://www.adrmaremma.it/moriconi01.pdf  

Massimo Moriconi , Decalogo ASR: conoscibilità, predibilità e predittività della 

giurisdizione, MondoAdr 1.6.2018  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oDmB3EqylU&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oDmB3EqylU&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=3
https://ecjleadingcases.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/draft-paper.pdf
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/giurisdizione-mediazione-dalla-risoluzione-alternativa-alla-risoluzione-integrata-delle-controversie.html
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/giurisdizione-mediazione-dalla-risoluzione-alternativa-alla-risoluzione-integrata-delle-controversie.html
https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-justice-in-europe.pdf
https://mediacionesjusticia.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/mediation-road-of-peace-for-justice-in-europe.pdf
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/resoconto-del-convegno-il-ruolo-del-giudice-nella-mediazione.html
http://www.mondoadr.it/cms/articoli/resoconto-del-convegno-il-ruolo-del-giudice-nella-mediazione.html
http://www.adrmaremma.it/moriconi01.pdf
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organized by MediaPro part. IV Lecce, 7.6.2019 VIDEO 
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Mirella Delia, Proposte programmatiche sulla conciliazione del Tribunale di Bari – 

sezione distaccata di Modugno, Foro Italiano 2/2012, Monografie e varietà, page 59.  
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di conciliazione” a cura di Carlo Pilia, Edizioni AV, n.10, pages 35-82, Cagliari 2019 

https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418  
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telematico” AA.VV. Key Editore, May 2019. https://www.keyeditore.it/libri/il-pro-

cesso-telematico/ 
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https://www.imimediation.org/2017/06/23/ask-an-expert-luciana-breggia/  

Natasha Mellers, The ingenious judge – A children’s book, Imimediation 30.7.2017 

https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/30/ingenious-judge-childrens-book/  

Paola Lucarelli, Mediazione su ordine del giudice a Firenze, Wolters Kluwer, 2015 

Paola Lucarelli e Annalisa Tonarelli, Giustizia Semplice, report di monitoraggio parziale, 

febbraio/ dicembre 2018, Università degli Studi di Firenze 1.2.2019 

http://met.cittametropolitana.fi.it/public/misc/20190401132704088.pdf 
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BDDC, in “Quaderni di conciliazione” a cura di Carlo Pilia, Edizioni AV, n.10, pages 
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https://www.mondoadr.it/articoli/decalogo-asr-conoscibilita-prevedibilita-e-predittivita-della-giurisdizione.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEe8BQimjg&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEe8BQimjg&list=PLvELWtNJaOIULjYxe-qihqLsWDXQrZGvL&index=4
https://ne-np.facebook.com/nonsolosentenze/posts/2310917582481327
https://www.lanuovaproceduracivile.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/delia_mediazione.pdf
https://www.lanuovaproceduracivile.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/delia_mediazione.pdf
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https://www.keyeditore.it/libri/il-processo-telematico/
https://www.keyeditore.it/libri/il-processo-telematico/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/06/23/ask-an-expert-luciana-breggia/
https://www.imimediation.org/2017/05/30/ingenious-judge-childrens-book/
http://met.cittametropolitana.fi.it/public/misc/20190401132704088.pdf
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conciliazione” a cura di Carlo Pilia, Edizioni AV, n.10, pages 139 -134, Cagliari 2019 

https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418  

Università di Firenze, I numeri della mediazione su invito / ordine del giudice a Firenze, 

28.11.2014  

http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/_Allegati/Free/Monit_Marinaro.pdf  

Università di Firenze, Gestione conflitti, progetto fiorentino premiato al Forum PA 2019, 

https://www.unifimagazine.it/gestione-conflitti-progetto-fiorentino-premiato-al-forum-

pa-2019/ 

Valeria Spagnoletti, La rilevazione statistica della conciliazione endoprocessuale: 

l’esperienza del monitoraggio informatico presso il Distretto di Corte d’Appello di 

Bari, in “Quaderni di conciliazione” a cura di Carlo Pilia, Edizioni AV, n.10, pages 

105 – 126, Cagliari 2019 

https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418 

 

APPENDIX 

 

Italy is a country in Southern Europe; it covers an area of 300 thousands km2, has an 

estimated population of 60 million people and a GDP 1,596,000 million euro (1,341,000 

million USD) (26,600 euro / 22,350 USD per inhabitant).  

In 2018, 3,220,298 new proceedings were filed in courts (4,475,059 in 2011) against 

151,923 mediation proceedings (60,810 in 2011); 20,965 agreements were reached (9,912 

in 2011). There are 9,401 judges  32  and 242,000 lawyers  33  .  

 
32 Consiglio Superiore della Magistratura, Ufficio statistico, analisi e studi, “Donne in magistratura” 1.3.2019  

https://www.csm.it/documents/21768/137951/Donne+in+magistratura+%28aggiorn.+marzo+2019%29/1643

55b0-4710-f3d8-cf63-9a0a54f1069f  

33 “In Italia 242mila avvocati, giro d’affari medio 54mila euro”, Il Sole 24 Ore, 16.5.2018 

http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/norme-e-tributi/2018-05-16/in-italia-242-mila-avvocati-giro-d-affari-medio-

54mila-euro--122546.shtml?uuid=AEyOSMpE  

Council of Europe, European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice, Cepej studies n. 26, 9.2018 related to 

48 countries, reference 2016 (figures: x100,000 inhabitants): 

professional judges - Italy   11,0  (average   22,0) table 3.6 

public prosecutors  -  Italy     3,5 (average   11,7) table 3.24 

lawyers                   -  Italy 378,0 (average 162,0) table 3.52 

https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418
https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418
http://www.diritto24.ilsole24ore.com/_Allegati/Free/Monit_Marinaro.pdf
https://www.unifimagazine.it/gestione-conflitti-progetto-fiorentino-premiato-al-forum-pa-2019/
https://www.unifimagazine.it/gestione-conflitti-progetto-fiorentino-premiato-al-forum-pa-2019/
https://www.lafeltrinelli.it/libri/quaderni-conciliazione-cdrom-vol-10/9788883741418
https://www.csm.it/documents/21768/137951/Donne+in+magistratura+%28aggiorn.+marzo+2019%29/164355b0-4710-f3d8-cf63-9a0a54f1069f
https://www.csm.it/documents/21768/137951/Donne+in+magistratura+%28aggiorn.+marzo+2019%29/164355b0-4710-f3d8-cf63-9a0a54f1069f
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/norme-e-tributi/2018-05-16/in-italia-242-mila-avvocati-giro-d-affari-medio-54mila-euro--122546.shtml?uuid=AEyOSMpE
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/norme-e-tributi/2018-05-16/in-italia-242-mila-avvocati-giro-d-affari-medio-54mila-euro--122546.shtml?uuid=AEyOSMpE
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According to the European Parliament “Italy uses mediation at a rate six times higher 

than the rest of Europe” (12.9.2017) 34 and the use of mediation in Italy is increasing 35 . 

Nevertheless, the knowledge of the institute is low and the basic training (50 hours) is not 

sufficient  36  . 

The Italian judges con order the litigants to undergo a mediation (delegated mediation) 

(ex art. 5, c.2, D.Lgs. 28/2010) or / and make a solution proposal based on equity (ex art. 

185-bis civil procedure code), which the parties are free to accept or refuse (not binding 

arbitration), in all subjects related to alienable civil rights. When compulsory mediation was 

ruled they looked at mediation with a "benign neglect”; later on they started using the new 

tools offered by the law and since 2015 mediation has developed by the intervention of 

judges: mediation proceedings delegated by judges were 2% (of all incoming mediation pro-

cedures) in 2011, 10% in 2015, 11% in 2016, 13% in 2017, 15% in 2018. 

 

The websites have been accessed on 26.7.2019 

 

 
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/special-file-publication-2018-edition-of-the-cepej-report-european-judi-

cial-systems-efficiency-and-quality-of-justice- 

34 European Parliament, “Implementation of the Mediation Directive - European Parliament resolution of 12 

September 2017 on the implementation of Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Coun-

cil of 21 May 2008 on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters (the ‘Mediation Directive’) 

(2016/2066(INI)), P8_TA(2017)0321, point A 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2017-

0321+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN  

35  See table 1. 

36  Giovanni Matteucci, “Civil mediation, how to kick-start it; the Italian experience – Training, compulsory, 

tax relieves, control” Revista de Emerj, Escola da Magistratura do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Vol. 19, n.4, 2017 

http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/revista19_n4_78.pdf  

Greg Bond : “… I have always been sceptical about one-week forty-hour mediation courses leading to accred-

itation and people being able to say they are qualified mediators….”, in “On the benefit of mediation training, 

and on getting things wrong. An interview with Ewa Chye”, in KluwerMediationBlog 24.3.2019  

http://mediationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2019/03/24/on-the-benefits-of-mediation-training-and-on-get-

ting-things-wrong-an-interview-with-eva-chye/ 

 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/special-file-publication-2018-edition-of-the-cepej-report-european-judicial-systems-efficiency-and-quality-of-justice-
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/special-file-publication-2018-edition-of-the-cepej-report-european-judicial-systems-efficiency-and-quality-of-justice-
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2017-0321+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2017-0321+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
http://www.emerj.tjrj.jus.br/revistaemerj_online/edicoes/revista19_n4/revista19_n4_78.pdf
http://mediationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2019/03/24/on-the-benefits-of-mediation-training-and-on-getting-things-wrong-an-interview-with-eva-chye/
http://mediationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2019/03/24/on-the-benefits-of-mediation-training-and-on-getting-things-wrong-an-interview-with-eva-chye/
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Table 1       CIVIL  AND  COMMERCIAL  MEDIATION  IN  ITALY

Incoming 

mediation 

proceedings

The invited 

party was 

present

Agreement Agreement Agreement

over all      

success rate
absolute values

[1] [2]

A B C B x C  =  D A x D = E

2011 ° 60,810. 30.7% 53.2% 16.3% 9,912.

2012 154,879. 26.2% 41.4% 10.8% 15,647.

2013 41,604. 32.4% 42.4% 13.7% 5,700.

2014 179,587. 40.5% 24.2% 9.8% 17,599.

2015 196,247. 44.9% 22.6% 10.1% 19,821.

2016 183,977. 46.9% 23.7% 11.1% 20,421.

2017 166,989. 48.2% 25.4% 12.2% 20,373.

2018 151,923. 50.4% 27.3% 13.8% 20,965.

° 2/21 - 12/31/2011

[1] In 2011, 2012 and until 9/19/2013, a first information meeting was not required. On 9/20/2013

the "OPT-OUT" procedure entered into force, with the possibility for the present parties to decide

whether or not to initiate the mediation proceeding. Data from 2014 show  the success rate when

all parties are present and decide to continue beyond the first meeting.

If all parties were present and they decided to go beyond the first meeting, the success rate in 2018 

was 45%.

[2] Overall success rate, including mediations in which the invited party is not present and those in

which parties do NOT go further the first information meeting

In the comparison between years, it has to be taken into account that :

. from 10/24 . 12/13/2012 to 9/19/2013 the compulsory attempt at mediation was suspended

. in 2012 there were approximately 45,000 mediations (an average of 11,165 per quarter) for

  damages from circulation of vehicles and boats; this subject matter it has been no longer 

  mandatory since 9/20/2013.

Statistics based on data By Italian Ministry of Justice:

. 2011 and 2012 years,columns A, B and C, source Ministry of Justice, 2012 issue, pages 3,6,and 7;

. 2013, 2014, 2015 2016, 2017 and 2018 years, columns B and C, source Ministry of Justice,

 2018 issue, page 6.
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Table 2 Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

               M atters submitted to civil mediation

Civil mediation has been 

compulsory since March 21,2011 until December 12, 2012

voluntary since December 13,2012 untill September 19, 2013

compulsory since September 20,2013

Proceedings filed in 

Ordinary Courts          
(with codes related to mediation)

Incoming mediation 

proceedings

2011 209,572    60,810.

2012 209,024  154,879      +155%

2013 228,871     +10%    41,604       -  73%

2014 195,273     - 15%  179,587     + 332%

Proceeding filed in 

Ordinary Courts

Proceedings filed in 

Ordinary Courts          
(with codes related to mediation)

Incoming mediation 

proceedings

2011 2,701,949 209,572    60,810.

2012 2,671,232 209,024 154,879.

2013 2,533,476 228,871 41.604

2014 2,288,722 195,273 179,587

2015 2,060,765 191,721 196,247

2016 2,131,868 202,645 183,977

2017 2,039,201 201,055 166,989

2018 2,001,508 200,831 151,923
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 Table 3 Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

                                                                                   Lawyer's assistance in voluntary mediation

Inviting party to mediation   Invited party present

legally NOT legally legally NOT legally

               assisted                 assisted

A B C D

3/21/2011-12/31/2012  * 81% 19% 81% 19%

1/1-09/30/2013            * 72% 28% 65% 34%

year 2014 63% 37% 73% 27%

year 2015 52% 48% 83% 17%

year 2016 60% 40% 84% 16%

year 2017 77% 23% 85% 15%

year 2018 76% 24% 90% 10%

* Untill 9/19/2013 the legal assistance in mediation was not compulsory.

	

Table 4 Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

                   Categories of mediation
      (resolved cases)

Mandatory 

by law  [1]
Voluntary

Delegated 

by judge

Compulsory 

by contract / 

agreement

A B C D

03/21 -12/31/2011 78% 20% 2% 0,50%

2012 86% 11% 3% 0,03%

2013 55% 42% 2% 1,40%

2014 84% 10% 6% 0,60%

2015 82% 8% 10% 0,40%

2016 80% 9% 11% 0,50%

2017 76% 10% 13% 0,50%

2018 73% 11% 15% 0,60%

[1] Mandatory mediation with easy opt-out at the initial meeting since 09/20/2013.
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Table 5 Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

                  Outcome by type of referral / proceeding

Settled proceedings           

(resolved cases)

Success rate when 

parties go further       

[2]

Success rate when 

parties do NOT go 

further   [3]

A B C

03/31/2011 - 12/31/2012

Mandatory by law 81% [1] 43%

Voluntary 16% [1] 62%

Ordered by judge 3% [1] 29%

2013

Mandatory by law 56% [1] 30%

Voluntary 42% [1] 64%

Ordered by judge 2% [1] 22%

2014

Mandatory by law 80% n.a 45%

Voluntary 12% n.a. 67%

Ordered by judge 8% n.a. 33%

2015

Mandatory by law 82% 43% 21%

Voluntary 8% 62% 41%

Ordered by judge 10% 31% 14%

2016

Mandatory by law 80% 44% 23%

Voluntary 9% 61% 39%

Ordered by judge 11% 32% 15%

2017

Mandatory by law 77% 44% 24%

Voluntary 10% 57% 36%

Ordered by judge 13% n.a. n.a.

not compulsory matters 12% 35% 22%

unprocessable 1% 31% 14%

2018

Mandatory by law 74% 45% 26%

Voluntary 11% 63% 43%

Ordered by judge 15% n.a. n.a.

not compulsory matters 1% 38% 24%

unprocessable 14% 29% 14%

[1] In 2011, 2012 and untill 09/19/2011, the first information meeting was not requested

[2] Success rate when parties go further than the first information meeting.

[3] Success rate when parties do NOT go further the first information meeting.
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Table 6.A Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

 Mediation proceedings according to the type of mediation bodies

Mediation 

bodies

Settled 

proceedings

Success rate when 

parties go further [2]

Success rate when 

parties do NOT go 

further [3]

A B C D

03/21/2011 - 12/31/2012

Chambers of Commerce 87   31,480    16% 49%  ° [1]

Private organizations 686 108,397    56% 46%  ° [1]

Professionals not lawyers 80       1,094     0,6% 36%  ° [1]

Bar associations 115  51,821    27% 34%  ° [1]

968 192,793   100% 44%  ° [1]

2013

Chambers of Commerce 87   3,902    16% 40%  ° [1]

Private organizations 699 12,882   54% 49%  ° [1]

Professionals not lawyers 85   336      1% 47%  ° [1]

Bar associations 115 6,900   29% 30%  ° [1]

986   24,019  100% 42%  ° [1]

2014

Chambers of Commerce 87 18,185  12% 54% 23%

Private organizations 644 84,723  54% 51% 27%

Professionals not lawyers 92 1,198   1% 62% 38%

Bar associations 115 52,211   33% 38% 21%

938 156,317 100% 47% 24%

2015

Chambers of Commerce 88 20,361   11% 48% 22%

Private organizations 611 98,415   53% 47% 26%

Professional not lawyers 88 1,571     1% 47% 33%

Bar associations 107 65,398   33% 37% 19%

894 185,745   100% 43% 23%

2016

Chambers of Commerce 87 18,728   11% 47% 23%

Private organizations 516 90,270   52% 48% 27%

Professional not lawyers 70 1,489     1% 51% 35%

Bar associations 105 62,987   36% 37% 21%

778 173,474   100% 44% 24%

2017

Chambers of Commerce 84 16,175   10% 46% 24%

Private organizations 383 82.567   53% 48% 27%

Professionals not lawyers 47 1.424      1% 54% 34%

Bar associations 101 55.291   36% 36% 23%

615 155.457  100% 43% 25%
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Table 6.B Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

 Mediation proceedings according to the type of mediation bodies

Mediation 

bodies

Settled 

proceedings

Success rate when 

parties go further [2]

Success rate when 

parties do NOT go 

further    [3]

A B C D

2018

Chambers of Commerce 79 14,009   10% 47% 26%

Private organizations 375 76,029   53% 51% 30%

Professionals not lawyers 40      978    1% 60% 36%

Bar associations 103 53,918   37% 38% 24%

597 144,934 100% 45% 27%

° Succes rate ( number of agreements / total defined proceedings ) if the invited party is present.

[1] In 2011, 2012 and untill 9/12/2013 the first information meeting was not requested.

[2] Success rates when parties go further the first information meeting.

[3] Success rate when parties do NOT go further the first information meeting.
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Table 7 Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

             Values of mediation disputes
                 (  euro  )

Average Median

2012 n.a. n.a.

2013 156,464. 10,412.

2014 110,556. 20,000.

2015 137,862. 19,929.

2016 139,544. 17,000.

2017 110,368. 17,000.

2018 130,000. 15,000.

Table 8 Civil and commercial mediation in I taly

 Length of proceedings      (days)

Civil Cases                  

in Courts

Mediation 

proceedings  

(when agreement is 

reached)

2012 n.a. 65

2013 844 82

2014 984 83

2015 902 103

2016 882 115

2017 n.a. 129

2018 n.a. 142
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Table 10                   Civil   and   commercial   mediation in I talyCivil and commercial mediation in I taly

Incoming 

mediation 

proceeding

The invited 

party was 

present

Agreement 

Agreement 

overall           

success rate
[1] [2]

A B C B x C = D

I  T A L Y

2011

2 quarter 18,138. 26% 59% 15%

3 quarter 15,670. 30% 50% 15%

4 quarter 27,002. 36% 49% 17%

2 / 4 quarter 60,810. 31% 53% 16%

2012

1 quarter 30,880. 35% 44% 15%

2 quarter 51,634. 26% 42% 11%

3 quarter 45,040. 21% 40% 8%

4 quarter 27,325. 21% 38% 8%

Year 154,879. 27% 41% 11%

2013 41,604. 32% 42% 14%

2014 179,587. 40% 24% 9%

2015 196,247. 45% 23% 10%

2016 183,977. 47% 24% 11%

2017 166,989. 48% 25% 12%

2018 151,923. 50% 27% 14%

"Milan Chamber of Arbitration - Mediation Service” (M ilan Chamber of Commerce)  *
2014 959. 52% 27% 14%

2015 922. 54% 31% 17%

2016 780. 55% 38% 21%

2017 772. 56% 40% 22%

2018 850. 60% 35% 21%

[1] In 2011, 2012 and until 09/19/2013 the first information meeting was not required.

[1] In 2011, 2012 and until 09/19/2013 first information meeting was not required. On 09/20/2013

the "OPT-OUT" procedure entered into force, with the possibility for the present parties to decide

wheter or not to initiate the mediation proceeding. Data from 2014 shows the success rate when

all parties are present and decide to continue beyond the first meeting.

If all parties were present and decided to go beyond the first meeting, the success rate in 2018 

was 45% in Italy, in 2017 was 72% at the Milan Camber of Commerce.

[2] Overall success rate, including mediations in which invited party is not present and those in

which parties do NOT go further the first information meeting

                                                                              St atistics based on data by Italian Ministry of Justice 

  https://webstat.giustizia.it/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/SitePages/Studi%20analisi%20e%20ricerche.aspx

*  https://www.camera-arbitrale.it/it/mediazione/statistiche-mediazione.php?id=405


